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NO. 1

WITH MORE THAN
7 0 K A R T I N G T R A C K S B U I LT
WO R L DW I D E , 3 6 0 KA RT I N G
I S T H E WO R L D ’ S L E A D I N G
C O M PA N Y I N T H E K A R T I N G
E N T E R TA I N M E N T B U S I N E S S .

BY DELIVERING THE
HIGHEST LEVEL
O F S E RV I C E S , W E AC H I E V E
T H E U LT I M AT E K A R T I N G
E X P E R I E N C E F O R T H E V I S I TO R S
AND MAXIMISE INVESTOR’S
REVENUE POTENTIAL.

WOOP! Karting Ljubljana / Slovenia / 2020
One of the most modern indoor tracks
and one-of-a-kind in the region.
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INTRODUCTION

WHY KARTING
WHY 360 KARTING
THE REINVENTION
OF KARTING BUSINESS

WOOP! Karting Ljubljana / Slovenia / 2020
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INTRODUCTION

KARTING
IS GREAT
FOR:

WHY
KARTING?

- FECs

- Shopping Centers

- Hotels & Resorts

Useful facts why karting is the right choice for your investment.

Your place

- Amusement Parks

10

1. TIME-TESTED

2. FUN FOR ALL AGES

3. SAFE ENVIRONMENT

With the longest business
trajectory in the entertainment
industry, karting sustains its
attractiveness among visitors
over time.

With its new rollercoaster
experience, karting is a fun social
activity for 75 million drivers
worldwide each year.

New track safety technologies
and zero-emission go-karts make
karting a suitable attraction
for all venues.

- Recreational Centers

Suitable for various building types and locations.
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WHY
360 KARTING?

Why choose the industry leader?

1. OUTSTANDING DESIGN

2. SUPERIOR SAFETY

Organically shaped track
technology with WOW effect
guarantees a huge thrill to the
visitors who keep coming back.
Enriched with specially designed
additional features, such as LED
theming and on-track visitors’
areas, 360K brings the karting
experience to the non-drivers too.

The third generation of 360K
barrier system technology with
improved impact energy absorption
ensures the highest safety
standards on the market.

3. INTEGRATION OF
ATTRACTIONS
By positioning 360 Karting
as an anchor attraction of an
entertainment center, we integrate
complementary attractions,
technologies, and visitors.
A high-performance business is
guaranteed.

Supercharged Entertainment / MA, USA / 2019
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KARTING AS AN
ANCHOR ATTRACTION
IN FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

THE REINVENTION
OF KARTING BUSINESS

From Single-Level

To Multi-Level Track

According to research, go-karts represent
one of the most common and time-tested
anchor attractions in the amusement industry
(Source: StoneCreek Partners LLC).

Choosing the right anchor attraction is the key factor
for success.
Double
your
profit
with other
attractions

940 ft (286 m) of track on 29,000 sq. ft (2,700 m2)

Every successful family entertainment center (FEC)
includes an anchor attraction to get more traffic
with other revenue streams such as food & beverage,
arcades, VR games, etc. An anchor attraction
ensures that the FEC stands out in a saturated
market, attracts guests, and guarantees repeat visits.

1140 ft (350 m) of track on 18,000 sq. ft (1,700 m2)

40% more space
available
INDOOR KARTING AS
DIFFERENTIATION FACTOR

- Food & Beverage

- Axe Throwing

Once you are dominant in your local territory with
karting as an anchor attraction, you establish a high
entry-level barrier that prevents other potential
competitors from entering your territory.

- Arcades and VR games

Willingness to visit
multiple attraction center
– up to 100 km
Willingness to visit
single attraction center
– up to 50 km
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- Laser Tag
- Other
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Tracks

02

TRACKS

KIDS TRACK
FUN TRACK
THRILL TRACK

Contender E-Karting Pachuca / Mexico / 2019
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TRACKS

KARTING
ATTRACTION
SUPPORTS
DIFFERENT BUSINESS
MODELS.

Choose the one that fits your vision:

KIDS

KIDS 3–6 years

FUN

FUN 6+ years

THRILL

THRILL 16+ years

Simple track design –
no driving skills required

Smooth track design –
for average skilled customer

Maximized track complexity – for
racing enthusiasts and thrill-seekers

Kids go-karts with easy
steering system

Single and double sitters with
adjustable speed

High performance go-karts for
speed up to 35 mph (56 kmph)

Supercharged Entertainment / MA, USA / 2019
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KIDS TRACK

IDEAL FOR KIDS’ BIRTHDAY PARTY
BUSINESS MODEL

FIRST MULTI-LEVEL
GO-KART ATTRACTION FOR KIDS

Make karting a safe and enjoyable experience
for the youngest with our specially designed
multi-level go-kart track for kids.
Specially designed spiral ramp for kids ensures
high adrenaline also for the first-time drivers.

•
•

Ideal for kids’ birthday party business
model
A perfect complement to family
entertainment centers, existing go-kart
track locations, shopping malls, or other
entertainment venues

•

Safe environment - no previous karting
experiences required

•

Barrier system with controlled absorption
ensures 100% safety

•

Especially designed go-karts for kids with
incredibly easy steering

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS*:

Target audience

3–6 years

Track Area

3,500–4,500 sq. ft (325–400 m2)

Track Length

150–200 lin ft (45–65 m)

Min. required Height

10 lin ft (3.2 m)

Session Time

4–5 min

Hourly Capacity

72–104 go-karts/h

Go-kart Fleet size

9–13 go-karts

*May vary depending on the assessment of 360K experts.

50 ft

8 0 ft

FEC Amazinga Zagreb / Croatia / 2020
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FUN TRACK

PERFECT FOR INTEGRATION
WITH OTHER COMPLEMENTARY ATTRACTIONS

FUN AND HEALTHY INDOOR ACTIVITY
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

The right mix of relaxing turns and multi-level
sections creates fun not just for juniors, but teens
and adults too.
Smooth track layout requires less track marshal
interventions, fewer ride interruptions, and
enables the right level of driving engagement
without being too hard for the average customer.

•

Ideal for a birthday party business model

•

Perfect for integration with other
complementary attractions such as
trampolines, soft playgrounds, ninja
course, rope course, bumper cars, VR, etc.

•

Clean, zero-emission and safe
environment

•

Barrier system with controlled absorption
ensures 100% safety

•

Non-drivers will enjoy the visual
experience of the track with elevated
on-track platforms

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS*:

Target audience

6–45 years

Track Area

12,000–18,000 sq. ft (1100–1700 m2)

Track Length

600–950 ft (180–300 m)

Min. required Height

16 ft (5 m)

Session Time

6–7 min

Hourly Capacity

114–120 go-karts/h

Go-kart Fleet size

14–24 go-karts

*May vary depending on the assessment of 360K experts.

WOOP! Karting Ljubljana / Slovenia / 2020
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THRILL TRACK

MAXIMIZED DRIVING EXPERIENCE
AND TRACK COMPLEXITY

UNIQUE TRACK SYSTEM DESIGNED FOR
RACING ENTHUSIASTS AND THRILL-SEEKERS

Our unique organically shaped multi-level
track system is turning karting experience from
ordinary to extraordinary.
Track layout with a wide range of challenging
turns and countless elevation changes up to 3
levels creates adrenaline rush for professional
racers, half-professionals, or even less skilled
drivers who keep coming back.

Andretti Indoor Karting & Games San Antonio /
TX, USA / 2018
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•

Ideal for adult groups and corporate
events

•

Perfect for integration with other
complementary attractions, such as laser
tag, axe throwing, etc.

•

Maximized driving experience and
track complexity with a wide range of
challenging turns and countless elevation
changes up to 3 levels

•

Barrier system with controlled absorption
ensures 100% safety

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS*:

Target audience

16–70 years

Track Area

18,000–26,000 sq. ft (1700–2400 m2)

Track Length

1000–1500 lin. ft (300–450 m)

Min. required Height

16–24 lin. ft (5–7 m)

Session Time

6–8 min

Hourly Capacity

127–133 go-karts/h

Go-kart Fleet size

28–34 go-karts

*May vary depending on the assessment of 360K experts.

TRACKS

THE INTEGRATION OF ALL THREE TRACK TYPES
BRINGS THE BEST KARTING EXPERIENCE FOR EVERYONE IN ONE PLACE.

HOW TO MAKE AN
ANCHOR ATTRACTION
EVEN GREATER

KIDS

THRILL

FUN
27

Complementary Track Technologies

03

COMPLEMENTARY
TRACK
TECHNOLOGIES

ON-TRACK VISITORS’ AREAS
LED THEMING
TRACK SHELL TECHNOLOGY

WOOP! Karting Ljubljana / Slovenia / 2020
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ON-TRACK
VISITORS' AREAS

INVOLVE NON-DRIVERS INTO THE INDOOR GO-KART
EXPERIENCE AND ENABLE THEM TO GET A FULL VISUAL
EXPERIENCE FROM ON-TRACK VISITORS’ AREAS.

“This track is the big draw. It‘s our crown
jewel. As an observer, you will be able to take
pictures and videos of almost 75% of the
track!” (Travis Wright, Track owner
Urban Air Appleton)

•

Get additional floor space

•

Add other revenue streams

•

Get higher social media exposure

ELEVATED ON-TRACK PLATFORM

GROUND FLOOR ISLAND

WOOP! Karting Ljubljana / Slovenia / 2020
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On-track visitors’ areas are an effective way to
increase the floor space and to incorporate
other revenue streams to the track. Visitors will
enjoy a splendid view of the track and added
complementary attractions.

On-track visitors’ areas can be added to Fun
or Thrill track and they include Ground floor
islands and Elevated on-track platforms.
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ON-TRACK VISITORS' AREAS
CAN BE USED FOR:

•

Food and beverage

•

Corporate or special event rooms

•

Complementary attractions
(VR, Arcades, Laser tag, etc.)

•

Kid’s and parent’s areas

•

VIP sections

•

Birthday party rooms

UNIQUE TRACK SYSTEMS WITH VARIOUS INTEGRATED
ORGANICALLY SHAPED ON-TRACK AREAS POSSIBLE:

WOOP! Karting Ljubljana / Slovenia / 2020
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LED
THEMING
LED CLAMP STRUCTURE
Illuminated installation that enhances the
sensation of speed, improves track visibility
and safety. Various color options possible.

WHEN LIGHTING IS THE STAR OF THE SHOW,
THE ATTRACTION IS EVEN GREATER.

Therefore 360 Karting has designed and manufactured
programmable LED illumination,
specialized for the karting entertainment business.

LED TOP TUBE ON RAILING

MULTI-LEVEL TRACK

Programmable top-tube LED illumination
gives a better visual aspect of the flow of the
track for drivers as well as non-driving visitors.
Various color options possible.

LED UNDER MULTI-LEVEL TRACK
Programmable LED illumination mounted
underneath the multi-level track structure to
enhance the sensation of speed. Various color
options possible.

LED TOP TUBE ON GROUND FLOOR
BARRIER SYSTEM
Versatile element mounted on the ground floor
barrier system, with different programmable
lighting options to enhance the sensation of
speed. Various color options possible.
GROUND FLOOR TRACK

Antwerp Bowling & AB E-Karting / Belgium / 2018
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Certified and low voltage lighting illuminates the track using an advanced system of controllers and easy-to-use software interface. The
system is distinguished by low power consumption and extra-long life.
Available also as an upgrade for the existing track - consult with the
360K experts.
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INCREASE TRAFFIC ON YOUR GO-KART TRACK.

With our eye-catching integrated lighting, you will create buzz
on your go-kart track, traffic will increase, and visitors will come
to enjoy a fun and unforgettable experience.

•

Improved visibility and safety

•

Easy way to completely change the atmosphere

•

Enhanced sensation of speed

•

Potential to go viral

WOOP! Karting Ljubljana / Slovenia / 2020
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WOOP! Karting Ljubljana / Slovenia / 2020
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TRACK SHELL
TECHNOLOGY

INTEGRATE ADDITIONAL REVENUES ON THE TRACK FLOOR SPACE.

INDEPENDENT SELF-STANDING
MODULAR WALL WITH LED LIGHTING

•

Additional revenue on the track
floorspace

•

High-tech and dynamic visual
effect for the entertainment center

•

Less building space needed for
the same set of attractions

that enables the perfect fit for all the track structures
and elevated on-track platforms.
With its organic shape and perfect integration into
the track, it effectively creates additional space,
dedicated to specific attractions, such as laser tag,
VR, interactive cinema, glow golf, and VP or corporate
event rooms. The programmable LED lighting options
capture attention and enrich the facility atmosphere.

- Laser tag

- Corporate event rooms

38

- VR games

- Interactive cinema

- Glow golf
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Track Components

04

TRACK
COMPONENTS

BARRIER SYSTEM
MULTI-LEVEL
TRACK STRUCTURES
PIT AREA
FLOOR COATING
ACCESSORIES

Contender E-Karting Querétaro / Mexico / 2018
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BARRIER
SYSTEM

OPERATIONALLY MOST EFFICIENT
SYSTEM ON THE MARKET

Take advantage of the safest and slimmest barrier system on the market
that guarantees controlled absorption and enables different track layouts.

THE SAFEST BARRIER SYSTEM ON THE MARKET
ENSURES MORE SPACE FOR RACING AND FUN.

Developed to maximize track efficiency,
there is almost zero unused space on the 360K track.

360K safety barrier system is equipped with
the controlled 360K ENERGY TRANSFER AND
ABSORPTION TECHNOLOGY (360K ETAT) that
provides maximum energy transfer and impact
absorption through a reinforced rubber element
in the anchoring system, distributed all around

Point of Impact

the track. It efficiently transfers the force along
the barrier and the excess energy is transferred
to the ground, so it effectively prevents
dangerous situations on the track, therefore
ensures driver's safety and minimizes go-kart
damage.

Intense impact energy absorption in
multiple absorption elements through
semi-rigid Extro-Slim profile.

ZONE 1 - 50% Energy transfer
ZONE 2 - 30% Energy transfer
ZONE 3 - 20% Energy transfer

ADAC Rennsportarena / Germany / 2019
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

EXTREME IMPACT ABSORPTION

For 360K, preventing injuries is paramount.
360K barrier system prevents dangerous
situations on the track, that other traditional
barrier systems do not.

With the know-how acquired through the years
of rental karting applications, 360K’s ETAT
system minimizes the forces even in extreme
conditions. Controlled deformation of the
360K safety barrier system at extreme impacts
prevents drivers’ injuries and go-kart damage.
The deformation is quickly and easily repaired, so
there is no uninterrupted business.

The 360K ETAT enables the safest energy transfer
and impact absorption on the market and at the
same time prevents other extremely dangerous
effects happening compared to traditional and
other barrier systems on the market.

Extreme Impact

No force return

BOUNCE BACK
EFFECT PREVENTION

The controlled metal deformation system
ensures no forces are returned to the driver.

With 360K ETAT, the impact energy is
absorbed and transferred onto multiple
absorbers and into the ground, so the
bounce-back effect is prevented, which is
listed as one of the Top 3 causes for injuries
and crash damages on go-karts.

ADAPTIVE IMPACT ABSORPTION
Slow and low force return to
the initial position after the impact

Horizontally elastic

SUBMARINING
EFFECT PREVENTION

Vertically rigid

The optimized shape of the contact surface
and design of the anchoring system
prevent going underneath the barrier,
which is listed as one of the Top 3 causes
for injuries and crash damages on go-karts.

Energy used
to deform

Point of Impact

Certified
anchoring

Force
directing
shape

Adaptive impact absorption means adding more
absorbers where it is necessary and optimizing
the system where it is needed. Planning the
optimal positioning of the absorbers starts in the
design stage and it is based on multiple years
of direct involvement of 360K engineers into
technical operations of the most advanced gokart tracks in the world.
Additional absorbers can be installed later if
needed.

“Sometimes we discover that on some
sections of the track the force is greater than
we expected, so we add absorbers on those
parts.” (360K Head of Installation)

Maximized safety in the most exposed parts of the track
through optimal positioning of the absorbers and minimized
impact angles for go-karts.

“FLYING OVER”
EFFECT PREVENTION
The optimized shape of the contact surface and
design of the anchoring system prevent the
flying over effect.
The 90° angle during the deformation of the
absorber is achieved through its vertical rigidity
and horizontal elasticity. Combined with Extro-Slim
Barrier’s force directing 8-shape, this guarantees
that the “flying over” effect is prevented.

Vertically rigid

Force
directing
shape

SAFETY IS PROFITABLE
360K safety barrier system with maximum energy transfer and impact absorption that guarantees drivers’ safety and provides zero
track repair during operation, is one of the main reasons why your
go-kart business is more profitable and easier to manage.

Point of
Impact

90o
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Investing in the most advanced and tested go-kart 360K barrier
system pays back easily.

The cost of only five non-operational Saturdays due to the wrong
choice of a barrier system that allows dangerous effects such as
bouncing back, flying over or submarining:
10 hours x 10 go-karts x 15 EUR x 6 sessions/hour x 5 times
= 45,000 EUR of direct revenue loss
45

ONE BARRIER TYPE DOESN'T FIT
ALL THE SITUATIONS ON THE TRACK

Flex Supersafe Barrier

Extro-Slim Barrier

EXTRO-SLIM BARRIER

The slimmest barrier system on the market
(on average it covers 70% of the track)

•

Superior level of impact absorption

•

Suitable for indoor and outdoor track

Block Barrier

BLOCK BARRIER

FLEX SUPERSAFE BARRIER
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•

•

Used on most exposed parts of the track

•

Superior + level of impact absorption

•

Suitable for indoor and outdoor track

•

Various color options available

•

Used on less exposed areas, mainly
outside of the track area

•

Both side usability

•

Suitable for indoor and outdoor tracks

•

Various color options available

47

ANCHORING OPTIONS

The 360K safety barrier system is known for
the best balance between durability and elasticity for
maximum impact absorption and dissipation throughout
the connected barriers.

Solid and well-engineered safety barrier system anchoring is the
basic condition for maximum impact absorption.
360K offers different options of safety barrier system anchoring,
depending on the type of the floor and pre-calculated impact forces
in each section of the go-kart track perimeter.

energy transfer (%)

THE SCIENCE OF SAFETY
BARRIER FUNCTION

Adaptive impact absorption

100
86%

FLEX SUPERSAFE

78%

EXTRO-SLIM

80

60

STANDARD ANCHORING
for medium to high-quality
concrete slab

REINFORCED ANCHORING
for asphalt and low quality
and/or thin slab

EXTRA REINFORCED
ANCHORING
for soft ground and
thin asphalt

Minimal required
slab thickness:
120 mm (5”)

Minimal required
slab/asphalt thickness:
75 mm (3”)

Minimal required
slab/asphalt thickness:
50 mm (2”)

Concrete strength:
min C 20/25 or 3000 psi

Concrete strength:
min C 16/20 or 2500 psi

Concrete strength:
below C 16/20 or below 2500 psi

Number of
connection points:
4

Number of
connection points:
up to 8

Number of
connection points:
4 + 1 deep connection

Effect of adaptive absorption, where the
level of absorption is adapted to each
section of the track

40

20

19%

BLOCK BARRIER

0

0
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50

100

150

200

250

deformation of the barrier
(mm)

• FLEX SUPERSAFE BARRIER
• EXTRO-SLIM BARRIER

• BLOCK BARRIER

Depending on “adaptive impact absorption”,
78-86% of the impact energy is transferred within
the “elastic zone”. The barrier structure deforms
up to 210 mm during the impact without any
structural damage.

At the impact, the block barrier deforms for
105 mm (4 1/4”) and 19% of the impact energy is
transferred within the “elastic zone”, 81% of the
impact energy is absorbed in the “rigid zone”.
360K provides on-site engineering
surveys and inspections
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MULTIPLE TRACK LAYOUTS

REPOSITION OF
THE BARRIER SYSTEM

360 KARTING TRACK MODULARITY SOLUTION
ENABLES A QUICK AND SMOOTH REPOSITION OF THE BARRIER
LAYOUT 1 (TWO SEPARATE TRACKS)

SYSTEM, WHICH COMPLETELY CHANGES THE LAYOUT

LAYOUT 2 (ONE SUPERTRACK)

OF THE TRACK.

Different trajectory options will improve the longterm attractiveness of your karting track, where the
drivers will never get bored. Rapid track change and
more track options keep your business trajectory
stable in the long run.

BEFORE:
TWO SEPARATE TRACKS
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Track modularity is possible with Extro-Slim and
Flex Supersafe barrier types.
Specially designed anchoring enables a quick
change of the track layout with special threaded
inserts for a medium and high-quality concrete slab.

AFTER:
ONE SUPERTRACK
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Multi-level track concept
IMPROVES THE USER RETURN RATE
BY 45%.

MULTI-LEVEL
TRACK
STRUCTURES

360K OUTSTANDING ORGANICALLY SHAPED MULTI-LEVEL SYSTEM
FOR EXTRAORDINARY KARTING.

You can create the ultimate karting entertainment destination
with 360K organically shaped multi-level track structures that
resemble natural movements and provide the best driving
experience. At the same time, the safety of drivers is not
compromised – 360K multi-level track technology increases
safety to the highest possible levels.

Supercharged Entertainment / MA, USA / 2019
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THE HIGHEST RETURN RATE
ON THE MARKET

1. BEST DRIVING EXPERIENCE

3. WOW EFFECT

Roller coaster experience: 360K track design
with organic flow enables the highest number
of elevation changes per surface area, for the
best karting experience in the world!

Highest use of space: 360K organically shaped
technology brings the highest use of your
entertainment center volume and brings to you
the advantages of renting premium spaces for an
anchor attraction that traditionally creates lots of
attention on the market.

360K multi-level technology creates the highest usage
of the track length per volume on the market. You pay
rent per sq. ft (m2), we let you use the full volume!

4. ENJOYING GRAVITY
Smooth transitions: 360K transition elements
have been designed with mathematical
curves to allow the fastest yet smoothest
elevation transition on the market. Why is this
so important? Because the go-karts do not
suffer stress and the driving experience is not
compromised due to unpleasant grinding or
loss of control, while at the same time delivering
fast transition at full speed that brings the
gravitational experience of flying or being
squeezed to the ground.

Transition element steel plates with exceptional rigidity
maintain their mathematically designed shapes over time,
bringing uncompromised smooth elevation transitions
experience.
RECTANGULAR SHAPED TRACK TECHNOLOGY (2016)

ORGANICALLY SHAPED 360K TRACK TECHNOLOGY (2019)

2. UNPRECEDENTED SAFETY
Lowering impact angles: Organically shaped
elevated track design increases drivers’ safety to
the highest possible levels. The track’s smooth
layout always follows the ideal driving lines, and
54

therefore completely prevents 90° impacts and
significantly decreases others. Consequently, there
are also lower maintenance costs for go-karts.
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MULTI-LEVEL TRACK TECHNOLOGY

3D TRACK TRAJECTORY FRAME

INDEPENDENT SUPPORTING STRUCTURE

IMPACT ENERGY ABSORPTION

DRIVING SURFACE

1. SIDE RAILS
The key structural element with a 3D spiral
shape is the only one on the market. It enables
360K to create a unique and fluid spiral
elevation change experience for drivers.

3. SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
A completely independent sub-system,
custom-designed to leave the absolute
freedom to the shaping of the ground floor
track trajectory.

6. SAFETY BARRIER SYSTEM
Developed to follow the 3D trajectories.
Due to its integration into the structural side
rail, it brings the same 360K ETAT performance
as all other 360K safety barrier systems.

8. DRIVING SURFACE
Ultralight structural floor system with optic lines
and superior grip for go-karting.

2. CENTRAL RAIL
Secondary structural element following the side
rails’ organically shaped multi-level layout.
Benefit: Roller coaster effect.

Benefit: Lighter structure with superior grip.

7. SAFETY RAILINGS
Compliant with IBC, FFSA, ADAC …

4. ANCHORING & FLANGES
Code compliant and separately calculated
system, suitable also for thinner or lowquality concrete slabs.

ADD-ONS

Benefit: Uncompromised safety
on the 3D trajectory.

9. LED THEMING
10. UNDER RAMP COVERS

5. JOINTS
Certified and precalculated screw joints
as part of structural static documentation,
in conformity with ISO standards and IBC
code.

11. TRACK MARSHAL POST
12. STAIRS

09.

Benefit: Complete freedom
of ground floor track
trajectory.

11.

10.
08.

06.

07.

02.
12.
01.
05.
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03.
04.
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MULTI-LEVEL EXPERIENCE
ELEMENTS

FLYOVER

DIVE-UNDER

1. FLYOVER

2. DIVE-UNDER

Driving experience: A dynamic and eye-catching
multi-level feature that gives drivers
a feeling of flying.

Driving experience: With dive-under structure, the
drivers will smoothly descend from the multi-level
section to the ground floor and back up.

Structure length: 102 lin. ft (31 m)
Elevation change: +/- 8.5 lin. ft (2.6 m)
Min. space required: 2024 sq. ft (188 m2)
Min. height required: 16.4 lin. ft (5 m)

Structure length: 102 lin. ft (31 m)
Elevation change: +/- 8.5 lin. ft (2.6 m)
Min. space required: 2024 sq. ft (188 m2)
Min. height required: 16.4 lin. ft (5 m)

DOUBLE S 360

DOUBLE S 270

DOUBLE S 270
Structure length: 276 lin. ft (84 m)
Elevation change: +/- 12 lin. ft (3.7 m)
Min. space required: 6286 sq. ft (584 m2)
Min. height required: 20 lin. ft (6 m)

DOUBLE S 360
Structure length: 405 lin. ft (124 m)
Elevation change: +/- 17 lin. ft (5.2 m)
Min. space required: 6458 sq. ft (600 m2)
Min. height required: 25 lin. ft (7.5 m)

4. STRAIGHT & SPIRAL ELEVATION
Driving experience: A compelling structure that enhances the driving
experience, saves space, and makes the track layout even more
entertaining. 360K is the only provider of straight & spiral elevation
structure for go-kart tracks on the market.

3. DOUBLE S
Driving experience: Advanced driving experience with double technical
left and right turns.

DOUBLE S 90

DOUBLE S 90
Structure length: 118 lin. ft (36 m)
Elevation change: +/- 5 lin. ft (1.5 m)
Min. space required: 2314 sq. ft (215 m2)
Min. height required: 13 lin. ft (4 m)
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DOUBLE S 180
Structure length: 190 lin. ft (58 m)
Elevation change: +/- 8.5 lin. ft (2.6 m)
Min. space required: 3660 sq. ft (340 m2)
Min. height required: 16.4 lin. ft (5 m)

SSE 180/1

SSE 90

DOUBLE S 180

SSE 90
Structure length: 102 lin. ft (31 m)
Elevation change: +/- 5 lin. ft (1.5 m)
Min. space required: 1884 sq. ft (175 m2)
Min. height required: 13 lin. ft (4 m)

SSE 180/1
Structure length: 151 lin. ft (46 m)
Elevation change: +/- 8.5 lin. ft (2.6 m)
Min. space required: 2885 sq. ft (268 m2)
Min. height required: 16.4 lin. ft (5 m)
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SSE 180/3

SSE 180/2

SSE 180/2
Structure length: 254 lin. ft (77.5 m)
Elevation change: +/- 14 lin. ft (4.3 m)
Min. space required: 6135 sq. ft (570 m2)
Min. height required: 21 lin. ft (6.5 m)

SSE 180/3
Structure length: 303.5 lin. ft (92.5 m)
Elevation change: +/- 17 lin. ft (5.2 m)
Min. space required: 6458 sq. ft (600 m2)
Min. height required: 25 lin. ft (7.5 m)

5. BANKED SEMI-OVAL
Driving experience: Banked semi-oval structure enhances the racing
experience on the track with the feeling of centrifugal force
while driving.

BSO SMALL

SMALL
Structure length: 72 lin. ft (22 m)
Elevation change: +/- 3.3 lin. ft (1 m)
Min. space required: 1981 sq. ft (184 m2)
Min. height required: 11.5 lin. ft (3.5 m)

MEDIUM
Structure length: 92 lin. ft (28 m)
Elevation change: +/- 5 lin. ft (1.5 m)
Min. space required: 2583 sq. ft (240 m2)
Min. height required: 13 lin. ft (4 m)

BSO LARGE
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BSO MEDIUM

LARGE
Structure length: 151 lin. ft (46 m)
Elevation change: +/- 8 lin. ft (2.5 m)
Min. space required: 4574 sq. ft (425 m2)
Min. height required: 16.4 lin. ft (5 m)
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PIT AREA

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PIT AREA IS ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT FACTORS FOR SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS IN RENTAL KARTING.

The functional organization of the pit area is essential for a safe
and smooth crowd flow with no downtime.
The efficient layout of the pit lanes and catwalks provides safety
for the drivers in pit-area and smooth racing
entertainment experience.

1. LANE LIMITER

2. SERVICE GATES

Ground embedded foldable block.

The movable part of the 360K safety barrier
system with full impact absorption capacity.

HOW IT WORKS:
By lifting it into an open position, the lane
limiter positions go-karts into the charging
station and prevents them from moving
forward before the race starts.
IT BRINGS:
Safety for pit area staff and drivers before
and after the race.

HOW IT WORKS:
By using an easy-lock feature, it enables
track marshals a safe and highly efficient
connection of the pit area and the track.
IT BRINGS:
•
Full absorption of movable barrier
system elements
•
Prevention of high-speed go-kart entrance
from track to the pit area

3. CATWALKS
Specially shaped metal forms with light
concrete filling and optionally integrated
LED system.

4. CHARGER STRUCTURES
Self-standing or appended structures for the
battery charging process.

HOW IT WORKS:
With adaptable positioning to pit area
layout, catwalks enable a smooth flow of
go-karts and drivers before and after the
race. The integrated LED system enhances
visibility, efficiency, and safety.
IT BRINGS:
•
Safe walking in the pit area
•
Order for operational efficiency
•
Easy access into go-karts

HOW IT WORKS
Different structure solutions are designed
to adapt to available space, pit area layout,
working process, and type of go-karts.
IT BRINGS:
•
Smooth crowd flow with no downtime
•
Maximized space and order in the pit area
•
Safe connection of go-karts to charging cables

03.
01.

04.
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02.

FLOOR
COATING

IMPROVE SAFETY AND EMBELLISH YOUR RACING TRACK
WITH SPECIALLY DEVELOPED FLOOR COATINGS
FOR RENTAL KARTING REQUIREMENTS.
Floor coatings are crucial for the grip, they improve the driving experience,
help keep the perfect racing line, and prevent loss of control.

Specially developed 360K floor coating
EXTENDS TIRE LIFETIME FOR OVER 30%
compared to asphalt.

The epoxy resin system is a result of cooperation between the 360K
team, the global expertise in go-kart track dynamics and the best
chemical laboratories in the EU. Applied in liquid form, it creates an
extra hard and robust top layer, making it ideal for use in a rental
go-kart track environment.

EXTENDED LIFETIME
AND TRACK APPEAL
HOW IT WORKS:
360K floor coating covers 100% of the surface
and, combined with mechanical treatment, is
suitable for a wide range of concretes and asphalts.
High compatibility with mineral fillers for ideal grip
improves the driving experience, while at the same
time controlling speed and trajectory.
Suitable for:
•

Smooth concrete

•

Asphalt

•

Rough concrete

•

Composite floor

It brings:
•

The elegant and unique visual impact

•

Blocked dust generation and improved
cleanliness

•

A unified grip between the ground floor
and multi-level track sections

•

The minimized difference in grip
between hot and cold season

Behind every 360K floor coating solution is the
expertise of 360K design, which follows
3 key principles:
1. Safety, 2. Driving experience,
3. Operational efficiency.
Floor coating is an integral part of the
implementation of the principles in practice,
and with 360K design, the full potential
is reached.
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1. TRACK COATING
The optimal solution for excellent tire wear-out
and grip ratio.

4. RUN-OFF ZONES

6. BLUE ZONE FOR OVERTAKING

8. PIT AREA MARKINGS

Floor coating with an extremely enhanced
grip to maximize energy absorption before
impact. Various color options possible.

Visual help on straight parts of the track for
slower drivers to give way to faster drivers
for safe overtaking, which boosts fluidity and
operational efficiency.

Visuals to support efficient and safe crowd flow
in the pit area.

2. OFF-TRACK ISLANDS

9. STARTING GRID MARKINGS
5. CURBS ON CORNERS

Areas outside the track where custom floor
graphics or additional attractions can be
added.

7. WHITE LINE

Visual help that “pushes” drivers into the ideal
driving line trajectory to safely drive around a
curve. Various color options possible.

Visual impact to highlight the track
perimeter and trajectory, which helps drivers
to follow the ideal racing line.

3. VISUAL DELIMITATION

Visuals to enhance the overall racing
experience and adrenaline rush for drivers in
pre-race moments.

10. CUSTOM FLOOR GRAPHICS

Visual help for drivers to follow the ideal
trajectory.

Custom-designed floor coating in the client's
visual image for areas off of the track such as
party rooms, track islands, and other
hospitality areas.

06.

02.

03.

07.

10.
04.

01.

05.
09.
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08.
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FLOOR COATING
APPLICATION STEPS
360K FLOOR COATING SOLUTION IS APPLIED BY FOLLOWING
A PRECISE PROCEDURE, DEPENDING ON VARIOUS ATMOSPHERIC

STARTING GRID MARKINGS

AND TECHNICAL FACTORS.

& CUSTOM FLOOR GRAPHICS

For this purpose, the 360K installation team
will ensure continuous supervision by an
expert, including the pre-check of the surface,
application method, and after-application tests.

07.

01.

06.

WHITE LINE

MECHANICALLY

& PIT AREA MARKINGS

TREATED CONCRETE

05.

02.

03.

04.

CURBS ON CORNERS

TRACK COATING

& BLUE ZONE FOR OVERTAKING

OFF-TRACK ISLANDS

VISUAL DELIMITATION
& RUN-OFF ZONES
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ACCESSORIES

ENRICHING THE TRACK WITH 360K SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY SOLUTIONS
WILL GUIDE NON-EXPERT DRIVERS TO DRIVE SMOOTHLY AND THEY WILL
REDUCE DAILY TRACK MAINTENANCE COSTS.
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TRACK MARSHAL POST

HELMET HOLDER

Elevated podium for track marshals, which
improves their safety and gives them a better
overlook of the track. Various color options
possible.

Cellular structured polyethylene helmet holder,
usable for all standard helmet sizes. Cell options:
16 (4x4) or 24 (6x4). Various color options
possible.

COLUMN PROTECTOR

WINNER’S PODIUM

Column protectors with customized graphic
design serve as a safety as well as
an aesthetic element.

Double height raised plateau for winner
awarding that ensures Grand Prix championship
sensation and racing emotion experience.
Premium version with a promotional back screen
with the logo of the client's entertainment center
available.

STARTING LIGHT

SIGNALIZATION PANELS

Two-color starting LED lights mounted on
aluminum structural truss and leg impact
protectors. Compatible with timing software.
Various structures possible.

Warning and informational panels positioned
on impact zones, pit-in and pit-out, curved and
technical parts of the track, etc.
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HEAD PROTECTOR

STAIRS

UNDER RAMP COVERS

SAFETY NET

Head protector for track marshal’s safe
interventions under multi-level structure
sections.

Multifunctional stairs for track marshal's access
on multi-level track to ease the overview and
improve the ability to control the track. Also
used for visitors’ access to elevated on-track
platforms and other hospitality areas etc.

Customized under ramp covers made of
perforated sheet metal for additional storage
space and a clean and compact view of the
track. Various color options possible.

Safety net installed between the multi-level track
or viewing platforms and other lower areas that
prevents unexpected items from falling in the
track area. Various color options possible

SAFETY BRIEFING

SAFETY RAILINGS
Safe and clean inner railing protection system.
Various color options possible.

SAFETY BRIEFING
LEAFLET
SAFETY RAILING
BASIC
Safety railing on multi-level track ensures
drivers’ safety and is composed of a metal
column, top tube, and steel wire rope. Safety
railing and barrier system are integrated into
the multi-level structure.

SAFETY RAILING
POLYCARBONATE
Safety railing with polycarbonate filling around
pit-area on the ground floor or on-track
platforms. It can be transparent or in the color
of the client's choosing.

SAFETY RAILING
PERFORATED SHEET
Safety railing with perforated sheet filling
on elevated on-track platforms and around
pit-area. It can be colored in the same color
scheme as the Under-ramp covers.
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A briefing leaflet for drivers in client's visuals
with the information about Code of conduct,
Equipment, Safety signalization, and Track
layout design with ideal trajectory line.
SAFETY BRIEFING
VIDEO
A briefing video for drivers in the client's visuals
with the information about Code of conduct,
Equipment, Safety signalization, and Track
layout design with ideal trajectory line.
SAFETY BRIEFING
BOARD
A briefing board for drivers in client's visuals
with the information about Code of conduct,
Equipment, Safety signalization, and Track
layout design with ideal trajectory line.
SAFETY BRIEFING
BOARD WITH LIGHTBOX
A briefing board with a lightbox for drivers in
client's visuals with the information about Code
of conduct, Equipment, Safety signalization,
and Track layout design with ideal trajectory
line. A lightbox is a great way to make sure your
message stands out.
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Axe Throwing
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AXE
THROWING

FEC Amazinga Zagreb / Croatia / 2019
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AXE THROWING ATTRACTION
ON LESS THAN 2,000 SQ FT

AXELLENT
SUPPLEMENT

TARGET

THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE TO EVERY ENTERTAINMENT CENTER.

AXE THROWING IS AN OLD, BUT A REVITALIZED SPORT
THAT IS GAINING POPULARITY.
360 Karting has recognized the potential of this game and has
developed a unique business concept where every detail has been
meticulously thought out.
9.4 ft / 3 m

OPTIONAL: COUNTER, DESIGNED
TO PERFECTLY FIT THE
360X AXE THROWING UNIT.

m
/ 3 .6
12 ft

OUTSTANDING DESIGN:
Traditional primitive design made from raw woodpaneled walls is now replaced with modern,
industrial, and metropolitan style that fits into
every environment.

SAFETY IS OUR HIGHEST PRIORITY:
Two professionally designed divided targets
caged on both sides of the pit provide 100%
safe environment if proper safety guidelines are
followed. Safety briefing, monitoring, and axe
master training & operation guides are included.
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ft

/ 5
.8
m

FUN FOR EVERYONE:
Ideal for corporate and special events, birthdays,
bachelor/bachelorette parties, or just anyone who
wants to learn how to throw an axe – it’s an activity
that keeps bringing people to the entertainment
center.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Target audience

16–70 years

Minimal unit

1 pit with 2 lanes
(12 x 20 lin. ft) (3.7 x 6 m)

Average unit

FITTING WITH OTHER ACTIVITIES:
360X Axe throwing is an excellent supplement
that makes a difference to every entertainment
center. Other complementary attractions that go
hand in hand with axe throwing are go-karts, food &
beverage, escape rooms, laser tag, etc.

19

(Suitable for groups
and corporate events)

3 pits with 6 lanes
(36 x 20 lin. ft) (11 x 6 m)

Height of the unit

9.4 lin. ft (3 m)

Recommended
hospitality area size

1300 sq. ft / pit (120 m2)

Max. capacity

10 persons / pit

Session Time

From 1 h to 1.5 h

Avg. Occupancy rate

40%

HOSPITALITY AREA
SEPARATION
WALLS
WITH LED
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RUN YOUR BUSINESS
SMOOTHLY

WITH OUR INDUSTRY-LEADING KNOWLEDGE
AND TURNKEY SOLUTIONS, YOU WILL RUN YOUR KARTING
ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS SMOOTHLY,
FROM THE FIRST SKETCH TO THE GRAND OPENING.

8. MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
Standardized maintenance package
with regular visits by 360 Karting
supervisors and regular spare
parts refills to ensure the track is in
perfect condition all the time with no
unexpected downtime.

Our services include:

1. FEASIBILITY STUDY AND PLANNING
•

Financial benchmark

•

Business model selection

•

Target audience and
program scheme

•

Revenue potential projection

•

Project timeline

08.
01.
7. START-UP TRAINING
AFTER SALES
SUPPORT

With start-up training the client will
gain insight into the best karting
business operation practices, reach
full potential on the market, and
stand out from the competition.

07.
PROJECT
PREPARATION

2. DESIGN & ENGINEERING
•

•

•

•
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02.

DRAFT PROPOSAL (DFT)
- Track layout tailored for floorplan
received from the client
- Basic 3D visualization.

6. ASSEMBLING / INSTALLATION

CONCEPT DESIGN (CD)
- Elevated 3D visualization equipped
with track components and color
scheme
- Track technical data, safety, and
operational guidelines presentation
DETAILED DESIGN (DD)
Detailed 3D model animation and
blueprints for on-site construction
purposes
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING /
EXECUTION ENGINEERING
Structural engineering documentation,
static analysis, and certification,
installation instructions

06.

EXECUTION

Comprehensive installation planning and
on-site track installation from initial steps
up to track testing. The client may choose
between installation supervision by 360
Karting representative (local labour not
included) or turnkey installation service
(including labour and all installation
equipment).

05.

03.
04.

3. PRE-CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION /
ON-SITE INSPECTION
On-site inspection visit to make sure
that all prepared documentation and
procedures comply with specifications
on the location.

5. LOGISTICS

4. MANUFACTURING
The manufacture of attractions,
equipment, and auxiliary structures
within the agreed timeline and terms
confirmed in the design stage.

Comprehensive installation planning and onsite track installation from initial steps up to
track testing. The client may choose between
installation supervision by a 360 Karting
representative (local labor not included) or
turnkey installation service (including labor and
all installation equipment).
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WE STAND FOR

INNOVATION
We never settle!
We are constantly pushing the limits and seeking new
opportunities to reinvent the entertainment industry.

BUSINESS KNOW-HOW
Every step we take is to increase the stable business
growth of our clients and build long-lasting
relationships.

PASSION
Our desire for karting and entertainment business
runs deep – which lets us handle every project with
enthusiasm and the dedication of the whole team.

SAFETY
Safety is not important, safety is everything.
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OUR CLIENTS
MAKE US WHO WE ARE

TO BE TRUSTED BY THE GREATEST
IN THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IS
THE BEST COMPLIMENT POSSIBLE.

“

“

We are immensely proud of the
collaboration that has linked us with 360
Karting for the past eight years and we
have been able to grow together with
the great innovations that are presented
to us from year to year!
Our customers greatly appreciate the

Matteo Zanettin
Manager, VKI Vicenza, Italy

“

“

I am blown away by
the product. It doubles

aesthetics of the structure and the
safety.

the impression!

”

Bill Diamond
Track owner,
Grand Prix New York

“

This track is the big draw.
It’s our crown jewel.

”

This San Antonio location, with its
phenomenal state of the art multi-level
track is going to be the first of its kind
for this great state and will no doubt set
records for the Andretti name again for
the best, most thrilling entertainment
experience in our guests’ minds.

”

360 Karting team is doing a fabulous job – great
guys! The installation team was fabulous and have
been on top of everything all along! Davor’s calm
head and Mario’s smiling demeanor is keeping all
the labor on track too.
Thank you for all your hard work.”

Lakshman R. Paidi
The owner of Urban Air Orange

”

Mario Andretti

”

The racing legend and F1 Champion

Companies who trust us:

Travis Wright
The owner of Urban Air Appleton

and others.
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360 KARTING
ENSOL 360 D.O.O.
ULICA ISTRSKEGA ODREDA 1
6000 KOPER / CAPODISTRIA
SLOVENIA, EUROPE
OFFICE@360KARTING.COM
+386 059 011 344
MOBILE EU: +386 41 308 901
MOBILE EU: +386 41 308 902

USA REPRESENTATIVE
OFFICE IN FLORIDA
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REPRESENTATIVE
OFFICE IN PARIS, EU

HEADQUARTERS
IN KOPER, EU

MOBILE USA: +1 917 708 83 46
MOBILE USA: +1 323 794 04 16
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Get on Track with Us.

Get on Track with Us.

www.360karting.com

